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Negative Leakage
Kathy Baylis, Don Fullerton, Daniel H. Karney

Abstract: Our analytical general equilibrium model solves for effects of a small
increase in carbon tax on leakage—the increase in emissions elsewhere. Identical
consumers buy two goods using income from endowments that are mobile between
sectors. Usually an increase in one sector’s tax raises output price, so consumption
shifts to the other good, causing positive leakage. Here, we ﬁnd a new negative effect not recognized in existing literature: the taxed sector substitutes away from carbon into clean inputs, so it may absorb resources, shrink the other sector, and reduce their emissions. This “abatement resource effect” could offset some or all of the
positive effect. We show that this effect can substantially affect estimates of leakage
and is robust to model extensions.
JEL Codes: H23, Q37, Q54, Q56
Keywords: Cap and trade, Carbon tax, Climate change, Climate policy, Emissions
abatement, Factor mobility, Global warming, International trade

A CO M MO N CO N C E R N with a pollution restriction in one region or one sector is
that abatement will be offset by “leakage,” the increase in pollution elsewhere. In a
trade context, the regulating country puts itself at a competitive disadvantage. Within
a country as well, a policy such as cap and trade may apply only to one sector such as
electricity, which raises its price and shifts demand to other goods. Purely domestic
leakage may offset some of the regulated sector’s abatement. In the context of climate
policy, computational general equilibrium (CGE) models are often used to calculate
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leakage from a partial limit on carbon emissions such as under the Kyoto Protocol.
Paltsev (2001) ﬁnds a leakage rate of 10%, whereas Babiker (2005) ﬁnds rates as high
as 130%. In that case, a carbon tax in one region raises worldwide emissions. More typical of other recent estimates, Elliott et al. (2010) ﬁnd a 20% carbon leakage rate.
In this study, we demonstrate a new and substantial negative effect on leakage
that has not been identiﬁed in prior literature.1 To do so, we use a simple analytical
general equilibrium model in the style of Harberger (1962) with only two outputs,
each produced using two inputs: carbon emissions and one clean input (which could
be labor, capital, or a composite of both). Our model can be taken to represent two
countries that each produce one good or a closed economy that produces two goods.
We then suppose an increase in one sector’s carbon tax (or permit price). It raises
the price of that output, so consumers substitute to the other output, with a positive
effect on leakage we call the “terms-of-trade effect” (TTE). However, that carbon
policy also induces ﬁrms to abate carbon per unit of output by using more of the
clean input for abatement. The taxed sector draws resources away from the other
sector or country, which reduces their output and emissions. We call this an “abatement resource effect” (ARE). Its size depends on parameters. If consumers can shift
their purchases easily, then positive leakage may be high. Even then, however, leakage may be overstated in models that do not allow for substitution in production. If
consumer ﬂexibility is low compared to producers’ ability to abate pollution by use of
other resources, however, then we show that overall leakage may be negative.
The negative effect on leakage we identify here is based on three reasonable and
general assumptions. First, the two goods are not perfect substitutes. Consumers still
cause leakage when they substitute toward the other good, but not perfectly. Second,
the ﬁrm has some ability to substitute out of carbon and into the clean input. The
elasticity of substitution in production is not zero, so ﬁrms can reduce carbon per unit
of output by using “abatement resources.” Third, the clean input is mobile between the
two sectors or countries. These assumptions do not represent a special case. Rather,
they are generalizations of prior models that assume capital is not mobile, or that ﬁrms
cannot change carbon per unit of output, or that the two goods must be identical.
Given the simplicity of this result, we wonder why previous literature has not
identiﬁed it. First, some papers assume a ﬁxed ratio of emissions to capital (e.g., Ogawa
and Wildasin 2009). Second, many models in the Heckscher-Ohlin-Samuelson tradition assume that goods are traded between countries but factors are not, and this tradition is adopted in CGE models that assume capital and labor are mobile between
sectors within a country but not between countries (e.g., Elliott et al. 2010; Böhringer,
Carbone, and Rutherford 2011; Winchester, Paltsev, and Reilly 2011). Those three

1. Below we clarify how this new effect differs from negative effects on leakage identiﬁed
by others.
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studies simulate a tax on all carbon in a country, so the ﬁrms cannot draw resources
from an untaxed sector.2 Third, some CGE models may incorporate all three of our
key assumptions but then report a single net leakage result, obscuring the fact that
our ARE offsets some of the positive leakage. In any case, we do not ﬁnd any prior
study that derives analytical expressions for leakage in a model where ﬁrms can substitute into a clean input that is mobile.3
Given ﬁndings that leakage is positive, academics have searched for particular cases
with counterintuitive results. We cannot review all such literature, but we list a few
examples. First, Felder and Rutherford (1993) build a CGE model with ﬁve regions
and 10-year intervals, ﬁnding that leakage can be negative after several decades if the
carbon tax leaves enough unused oil to delay the other region’s switch to carbonintensive synthetic fuel. Second, Copeland and Taylor (2005) show how negative
leakage can arise through endogenous policy: if one region cuts emissions, then the
other region gains income and could choose more environmental quality by cutting
their own emissions. Third, negative leakage can arise through endogenous technology: the carbon tax may induce R&D on new abatement technology that can be used
by the unregulated sector, especially if patents are poorly protected.4 Fourth, Chua
(2003) shows that a carbon tax can induce abatement that might itself be either labor
or capital intensive, which can change the wage-rental ratio. If the dirty sector intensively uses the factor whose relative price has fallen, then Karp (2013) shows how
this change in wage-rental ratio can reduce the cost of producing the dirty good,
reduce imports of it, and thus reduce emissions elsewhere.5 In contrast, our simple

2. Even without international factor mobility, CGE models can include an ARE if they are
used to simulate a carbon tax that does not apply to all sectors (as in Carbone 2013) or to all of
the United States (as in Caron, Rausch, and Winchester 2012; or Winchester and Rausch
2013). Fischer and Fox (2010) simulate a US carbon tax in “covered” sectors. They report
positive leakage in other countries, and positive leakage overall, but domestic uncovered sectors reduce emissions. This result can be attributed to an “input-output effect”: the carbon tax raises the
price of electricity and gasoline, both used as inputs in the domestic uncovered sectors. Those
uncovered sectors then reduce their energy use and, therefore, their emissions.
3. Burniaux and Oliveira Martins (2012) also ﬁnd that negative leakage is possible in their
simulation model, based on variations in parameters via sensitivity analysis, not analytical expressions.
4. See Di Maria and Smulders (2004), Golombek and Hoel (2004), Gerlagh and Kuik
(2007), and Di Maria and van der Werf (2008).
5. Karp (2013) uses analytical general equilibrium models of a small open economy that
produces both a clean good and a dirty good facing a carbon tax, and he investigates several
possibilities for negative leakage. Factors are mobile between sectors but not between countries.
He describes an income effect that also operates in our model: the tax reduces real income, so
consumers may buy less of both goods (which reduces imports of the dirty good). To the extent that results are similar, note that his effort and ours were simultaneous and independent
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model employs no endogenous policy, no induced technology, no change in wagerental ratio, and no fall in the cost of producing the carbon-intensive good. It just
involves a clean input (like labor or capital) that can be used for abatement in the
regulated sector instead of in production of the other good.
Our intent is to demonstrate this abatement resource effect using the simplest
possible model, not to measure actual leakage. We therefore abstract from many important issues such as materials production and intermediate inputs (e.g., Felder and
Rutherford 1993), endogenous number of ﬁrms (Gurtzgen and Rauscher 2000), oligopolistic competition (Babiker 2005), and strategic interaction (Fowlie 2009). Such
features could affect leakage, but none would remove the ARE in our expressions.
In any model with the three assumptions above, results would still include this negative leakage term. We also abstract from distributional effects or allocation of permits, as many identical consumers receive lump-sum rebate of all carbon tax or permit
revenue.
Thus the model is too simple to identify all effects or to measure actual leakage,
but it is useful nonetheless to show the simple intuition for an effect that does operate in more complicated models and in actual policy settings. For example, a carbon policy could apply to electricity generation and not to other industries, as in
President Obama’s recent greenhouse gas (GHG) initiative, or it could apply to one
region within a country.6 If labor or capital can be used for abatement, then it might
not be used in the unregulated sector.
We intentionally eschew derivations of welfare effects, because readers would naturally focus on those results and the normative implications. Here we wish to focus
on the positive implications of climate policy for emissions quantities. We therefore
put welfare extensions into a different paper that follows this one.7 Also, others have
pointed out multiple effects on leakage not captured here. In a later paper, we extend
(the ﬁrst version of both working papers appeared in the same month of 2010). The papers
differ in other respects. For example, Karp relaxes the assumption of separability in production
between emissions and the two factor inputs to capture a “production effect” from a change in
relative factor prices. He also shows how partial equilibrium models may overstate leakage
found in a comparable general equilibrium model. In contrast, we solve for closed-form expressions that identify the “abatement resource effect.”
6. For example, the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI) is a subset of US states
that agree to limit carbon emissions. Sue Wing and Kolodziej (2008) ﬁnd that leakage rates
exceed 50%, due to electricity imports from non-RGGI states. Also, the case of California is
analyzed by Caron et al. (2012).
7. See Baylis, Fullerton, and Karney (2013a). The carbon tax always reduces the quantity
of the taxed good, and net leakage can only be negative with reductions in the other good as
well. Since those are the only two consumption goods, net negative leakage necessarily means a
loss in utility from consumption. With net positive leakage, however, that paper shows when
the effect on welfare is positive or negative.
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this model to include six different leakage effects (two positive and four negative).
Those extensions are used to “unpack” results from CGE models.8 But our goal here
is to explore the ARE, not to build a model with all the bells and whistles.
To explore potential magnitudes of the ARE, we use empirical estimates of parameters and existing CGE models with modiﬁcations to allow for the ARE. Those
modiﬁed models ﬁnd positive net leakage over many parameter values, but allowing
for the ARE in some cases can substantially reduce the leakage rate (deﬁned as the
change in emissions elsewhere as a percentage of abatement in the regulated sector).
Allowing for the ARE reduces that rate from 10% to 3% in one model, and from
+15% to −8.5% in another.
Then, to demonstrate robustness of our result, we extend the basic model in three
ways. First, we allow for an upward-sloping supply of carbon, which implies another
positive source of leakage but which does not affect the ARE.9 Second, we extend the
basic model to allow for a variable factor supply. Third, we consider imperfect mobility of the clean input (labor and capital). All three extensions can affect the amount of
leakage, but the ARE remains.
The next section presents our basic model, and section 2 differentiates equations
to linearize the model and solve for effects of an increase in one sector’s pollution
price. We identify the ARE in a closed-form expression for the change in carbon
leakage. Section 3 provides a numerical example using the simple model, and it cites
new modiﬁcations to CGE models that also demonstrate the existence of the ARE.
Section 4 provides further discussion, and section 5 provides extensions.
1. THE B ASIC MODEL

Two competitive sectors (i = X, Y ) each use clean input Ki and carbon emissions
Ci with decreasing marginal products in a constant returns to scale production function, X = X(KX, CX) and Y = Y (KY, CY). We call the clean input “capital,” but it

8. Baylis, Fullerton, and Karney (2013b) start with the model of this paper but add a fuel
price effect (FPE): a fall in the taxed sector’s demand for oil may reduce its price and induce
other regions to increase their use of oil. They also add a pure income effect (PIE), policy
normalization effect (PNE), and input-output effect (IOE). They employ data from a CGE
model to determine the corresponding parameters for the expanded analytical model and to
determine the implied size of each of the six leakage terms. Thus the one number for net
leakage in the CGE model can be unpacked into six different terms using the analytical model.
9. If the supply of fossil fuel were perfectly inelastic in this static model, then its price
would adjust so that any fuel not used by the taxed sector must be used by the other sector:
exactly 100% leakage. Our basic model represents the other extreme where supply is perfectly
elastic, but the truth is in between. Our extension in section 5 provides an intermediate fuel
supply elasticity. It yields a positive effect on leakage but does not remove the ARE term’s negative effect on leakage.
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can be labor, capital, or a composite of both. It is perfectly mobile
and earns

 the

same return, pK, in either sector. It is initially in ﬁxed supply K = KX + KY , but
an extension below shows that variable factor supply does not affect the ARE.
The only existing taxes are on carbon in each sector. Each sector faces a carbon tax τ i
and can choose any amount of Ci. Below we consider an extension to change this
ﬂat supply curve to an upward-sloping supply curve; we ﬁnd that it affects leakage
but not the ARE. Competition and constant returns to scale imply zero proﬁts, so
pX X = pK KX + τ X CX and pY Y = pK KY + τ Y CY .
In response to an increase in τ Y , ﬁrms can reduce carbon per unit of output by
substitution from CY into KY for abatement. In the electricity sector, for example,
ﬁrms can reduce emissions per kilowatt hour by investing in natural gas plants, wind
turbines, or solar power. With no uncertainty, however, the resulting choice for carbon quantity at tax rate τ Y can equally represent a policy with that number of permits at price τ Y . All revenue is returned via lump-sum rebate R ≡ τ X CX + τ Y CY .
Emissions from each sector add to total carbon, C ≡ CX + CY, which negatively
affects utility in a separable manner. Many identical households earn income from
the clean factor K and the rebate of revenue, taking as given the total carbon and
all market prices (pX, pY, and pK). They maximize homothetic utility by choice of
X and Y:
 + R ≥ pX X + pY Y:
max U(X; Y; C) subject to pK K
fX;Y g

We have no need to specify which sector initially has the higher carbon tax rate, and
so we simply investigate effects of a small increase in τ Y with no change in τ X . We
compare the new long-run equilibrium to the initial one, ignoring adjustments during the transition. The increase in τ Y reduces equilibrium emissions in sector Y, and
so leakage is deﬁned as the effect on emissions in sector X.
This simple model can be interpreted at least two ways. First, it can represent an
international context where Y is produced in one country or set of countries that
raises its carbon tax, while X is produced in the “rest of world.” In this case, we
suppose that all consumers have the same utility function. Capital is owned by these
identical worldwide consumers, and it can be used to produce either region’s output.10 A more complete trade model might have both regions produce both outputs, with the same type of negative leakage that we identify (so long as ﬁrms can
substitute into mobile capital).
Alternatively, the model can represent a closed economy in which sector Y faces
a raised price of carbon. The transportation sector is not a good example, because a

10. Our model with a single type of worldwide consumer is not adequate to analyze
effects on welfare in each country, but our goal here is only to look at effects on carbon
emissions in each country.
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limited supply of oil is traded worldwide. A carbon tax would reduce demand for
oil and its price, increasing consumption and emissions elsewhere. In this basic model,
we omit this “fuel price effect.” A better example is a tax on carbon emissions of coalﬁred power plants, where coal is not scarce (its world price depends primarily on
extraction cost). Any US carbon policy might start just with electricity generation,
as did the US sulfur dioxide permit market. Also, the European Union’s Emission
Trading System (EU-ETS) applies to electricity and major industries, including only
about 45% of total GHG emissions.11 Any agreement between the EU and United
States or other nations may apply GHG pricing to a similar subset of outputs (with the
usual problems of aggregation). This example is particularly appropriate because electricity has relatively inelastic demand, which means a low elasticity of substitution in
utility (decreasing the positive TTE term and making net negative leakage more likely).
2. SOLVING FOR EQUILIBRIUM E FFECTS

Given this setup, we now linearize the model to solve for n linear equations in n
 = KX + KY , and use the “hat”
unknowns. Totally differentiate the resource constraint K
notation to denote a proportional change in any variable (e.g., K̂X ≡ dKX =KX ):
0 = αX K̂X + αY K̂Y ;

(1)

 is the share of capital in production of i (i = X, Y ), and αX +
where αi ≡ Ki =K
αY = 1. Then totally differentiate each production function to show how changes to
inputs affect ﬁnal output:
X̂ = θXK K̂X + θXC ĈX ;

(2)

Ŷ = θYK K̂Y + θYC ĈY ;

(3)

where θij is the factor share of income for input j in the production of good i (e.g.,
θXK ≡ (pK KX )=( pX X)). Then θXK + θXC = 1 and θYK + θYC = 1. Next, totally differentiate the zero proﬁt conditions, and use the ﬁrm’s proﬁt maximizing ﬁrst-order
conditions:




p̂ X + X̂ = θXK p̂ K + K̂X + θXC τ̂ X + ĈX ;
(4)




p̂ Y + Ŷ = θYK p̂ K + K̂Y + θYC τ̂ Y + ĈY :

(5)

11. See http://ec.europa.eu/clima/policies/ets/index_en.htm. Even in a well-designed climate policy, Metcalf and Weisbach (2009) ﬁnd that only 80% or 90% of GHG emissions
can feasibly be covered.
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Each production function has only two inputs, so factor intensity responds to a change
in relative input prices according to each elasticity of substitution, σ X and σ Y . We
deﬁne these elasticities to be positive. Differentiating their deﬁnitions yields


ĈX − K̂X = σ X p̂ K − τ̂ X ;
(6)


ĈY − K̂Y = σ Y p̂ K − τ̂ Y :

(7)

Finally, under the assumption that pollution is separable in utility, we can use a
single parameter σ U to deﬁne the elasticity of substitution in utility between X and Y.
Differentiating the deﬁnition of σ U yields


Xˆ − Ŷ = σ U p̂ Y − p̂ X :

(8)

Suppose β is the share of income spent on Y, and ηYY is the usual own-price
elasticity of demand (with no change in any other prices). Then one can show ηYY =
−[ β + σ U (1 − β)]. In other words, for a good like electricity with inelastic demand, the
trade-off between that good and all other goods can be represented by a small σ U .
Equations (1)–(8) are the linear system for general equilibrium effects of a small
change in policy. Speciﬁcally, we consider a small increase in sector Y ’s carbon tax,
while holding the carbon tax in sector X constant; that is, τ̂ Y > 0 and τ̂ X = 0. We
deﬁne capital as numeraire (p̂ K = 0), which leaves the eight numbered equations above
with eight unknowns (changes in X, Y, their two prices, and the four input
 quantities). Sector X experiences no change in relative input prices τ̂ X = p̂ K = 0 , so equation (6) simpliﬁes to ĈX = K̂X . Note that we do not assume Leontief production in X.
Those ﬁrms have a positive σ X , but they choose not to alter input ratios because they
face no relative input price changes. In addition, unchanged input prices means no change
in the break-even output price, so p̂ X = 0 (from eqs. [2] and [4]).
Next, observe from (3) and (5) that p̂ Y = θYC τ̂ Y > 0. The additional carbon tax
always raises the price of Y relative to the price of X. Further algebra reveals


Ŷ = − αX σ U + αY σ Y θYC τ̂ Y < 0:

(9)

Since all parameters in this equation are positive, the negative sign out front
means that the increase in τ Y unambiguously reduces the Y output—to an extent
that depends on substitution elasticities and the carbon share of production. Algebra
also yields an expression for the change in the taxed sector’s carbon:
2 
3

θ
−
α
σ
+
α
σ
−
θ
σ
X
U
Y
Y
YC
YK
Y
Ĉ Y = 6|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
|ﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄ} 7τ̂ Y < 0:
4
Substitution 5
Output
Effect

Effect
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The second term inside the large brackets is the “substitution effect,” since the
tax changes relative input prices and induces substitution through the elasticity σ Y .
Firms reduce carbon per unit of output. Then the ﬁrst term is just Ŷ, from (9). It
represents an “output effect,” since the tax raises output price and reduces demand.
The tax on carbon reduces carbon emissions through both of these channels, and so
(10) shows that Ĉ Y is unambiguously negative.
In the other sector, however, two leakage effects operate in different directions:
"
#
ĈX = αY ðσ U − σ Y ÞθYC τ̂ Y = σ U αY θYC − σ Y αY θYC τ̂ Y ≷ 0:
(11)
|ﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄ} |ﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
TTE

ARE

The ﬁrst effect in (11) is a terms-of-trade effect (TTE), because the higher price of
Y induces consumer substitution into X (to an extent that depends on σ U ). Alone,
it would raise production of X and therefore raise CX (positive leakage). The other
term in (11) is what we call the abatement resource effect (ARE). It depends on σ Y ,
because the ﬁrms in Y substitute from carbon into capital for abatement and thus
bid capital away from X. Since τ̂ X = p̂ K = 0, those ﬁrms choose not to substitute and
instead reduce both KX and CX. This term is a negative leakage term.
Clearly, from (11), the relative size of these offsetting effects depends on the
relative size of σ U and σ Y . If consumers can substitute easily between goods, then
the terms-of-trade effect dominates, and net leakage is positive. This effect would be
large for the case with international trade in close substitutes. Using the Armington
(1969) assumption, for example, σ U would be large, and net leakage is positive. Even
then, however, researchers might overstate leakage if they do not allow for any negative effect through home substitution into abatement capital (the ARE effect).
In other cases such as the pricing of carbon permits in the electricity sector,
demand is inelastic, and so σ U is small. If technology allows for easy abatement per
unit of output, then σ Y may exceed σ U , and overall leakage is negative. In this case,
models that ignore the ARE would ﬁnd the wrong sign for overall leakage. If leakage
is negative, the net effect of unilateral pollution regulation could be overall pollution
reduction beyond what is achieved within the regulating sector, region, or country.
Equation (11) for ĈX is a simple linear function of the elasticities, and it clearly
indicates whether leakage is positive or negative. The change in CY in (10) is also a
linear function of elasticities. However, the rate of leakage is normally deﬁned as the
change in the other sector’s emissions as a fraction of abatement in the taxed sector:
 
dCX
ĈX CX
−
=−
:
(12)
dCY
ĈY C Y
This expression is not a linear function of elasticities. Also, it does not depend on
the size of τ̂Y , which is in both the numerator from (11) and the denominator from
(10).
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3. NUMERICAL M AGNITUDES

For an illustration of how leakage depends on elasticities, we use data from Elliott
et al. (2010) to set parameters for equations above. Suppose an international agreement to tax GHG emissions from electricity generation, Y, where X is the rest of production in a closed economy (the whole world).12 The electricity sector might be the
initial staging ground for carbon policy, just as it was for sulfur dioxide in the United
States. The illustration here uses the entire world, for comparability with the closed
economy of our analytical model, but of course worldwide agreement is hardly “likely.”
In these data, electricity is quite carbon intensive (θYC = 0.147) compared to the rest
of the economy (θXC = 0.01). But electricity is a small sector (the share of labor and
capital used in electricity is only αY = 0.018). Thus, the other sector still uses more
carbon than does electricity (CX/CY = 1.66). These choices are simple, but they allow
for a visual representation of how leakage depends on σ U and σ Y .
Using these parameter values in equations (10)–(12), ﬁgure 1 shows the percentage rate of leakage on the vertical axis (−dCX/dCY × 100), plotted against the
elasticity of substitution in production on the horizontal axis (σ Y ). The top dotted
line uses σ U = 1.5 to show how leakage declines from about +2.0% to −0.1% as σ Y
varies from 0.1 to 2.0. Thus, net leakage can be negative, even with a high σ U , if σ Y is
high enough. The middle dashed line uses σ U = 1.0 and shows again that leakage
declines with σ Y . The bottom solid line is for σ U = 0.5, where leakage declines from
+1.1% to −0.4% as σ Y varies from 0.1 to the high value of 2.0.
These results demonstrate the potential importance of including the ARE. Setting
σ Y = 0 effectively ignores it and yields only positive leakage, while the ﬁgure shows
how the ARE reduces leakage. With σ Y high enough, the ARE can more than offset
the TTE.
So far, we have shown computed outcomes from our analytical two-sector general
equilibrium model, which essentially represents a simple CGE model. But what is the
likely size of the ARE based on estimated magnitudes or other more complicated models?
Available data do not provide enough carbon price variation for empirical estimation of the elasticity of substitution between carbon and other inputs, σ Y , especially for
each different application or for each sector. Yet we have many estimates of the price
elasticity of demand for electricity, ηYY , and this literature suggests −0.40 as a reasonable central estimate.13 We showed above that ηYY = −β + σ U (1 − β), and households

12. Elliott et al. (2010) use the Global Trade Analysis Project (GTAP) data from 2004
for values of labor, capital, and output. We ﬁnd CO2 emissions for that year and assume a
price of $15 per ton to get hypothetical payments for carbon.
13. Reiss and White (2005) ﬁnd an average elasticity of −0.39 for California residential
consumers. Alberini and Filippini (2011) note that estimates of the long-run elasticity for US
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Figure 1. Leakage rises with σ U and falls with σ Y (αY = 0.018, θYC = 0.147)

spend approximately β = 0.03 of income on electricity, so we calculate σ U = 0.38. For
that choice of σ U , equation (11) implies that net leakage would be negative for any
σ Y greater than 0.38.
What do complicated CGE models imply about the ARE and net leakage? Typically, CGE models are built by several researchers over several years, and each can be
used to calculate leakage for a variety of parameters. Our introduction above lists
several models that assume factors are mobile between sectors within a region but not
between regions; then the models are used to simulate a tax on all carbon in a region.
Since ﬁrms cannot draw resources from an untaxed sector, the ARE cannot arise. Fortunately, however, authors of three such models saw our initial working paper (Fullerton, Karney, and Baylis 2011) and have modiﬁed their models to study the question.
First, Winchester and Rausch (2013) consider a carbon tax in just the western
portion of the United States.14 The model includes nested substitution in production,
so ﬁrms in the West can abate carbon by altering use of three fossil fuels and other

residential electricity vary from −0.3 to −0.8 (and their own estimate ranges from −0.45 to
−0.75). In an extensive survey of hundreds of estimated long-run price elasticities, Dahl (2011)
ﬁnds a mean of −0.48 and median of −0.37.
14. California’s Global Warming Solutions Act (AB32) establishes a tradable emissions
cap that declines over time and that applies to major sources of GHG emissions such as
reﬁneries, power plants, industrial facilities, and transportation fuels (http://www.arb.ca.gov
/cc/ab32/ab32.htm). Also, see Goulder (2013).
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inputs.15 Their model has many other features, and they always report net leakage
that is positive, but the case that corresponds most closely to our analytical model is
their simulation where labor and capital are mobile across regions and fuel supply is
elastic. In that case, their ﬁgure 2A shows how net leakage falls from about 10%
when σ Y is zero to about 3% as σ Y rises to 2.0 or higher. Because the ARE depends
directly on σ Y in our equation (11), we see that it can offset two-thirds of leakage in
this model.16
Second, the CIM-EARTH model of Elliott et al. (2010) also assumes that capital
and labor are not mobile between regions when they simulate a tax on all carbon in
one region. Their model has 16 world regions that each produce 16 outputs using
labor, capital, various kinds of natural resources, and intermediate inputs from other
sectors. To look for an ARE, and to convert this CGE model to a closed economy,
Elliott and Fullerton (2014) suppose that the entire world agrees to a carbon tax only
on the electricity sector. Then they vary the elasticity in that model that corresponds
most closely to our σ Y , and they show results in a ﬁgure that looks very much like
ﬁgure 1 above. When that elasticity is high enough, net leakage turns negative.17
Third, Carbone (2013) uses the model of Böhringer et al. (2011) to simulate a tax
on carbon used in electricity, also for a single world region. His case that corresponds
most closely to ours appears in the last column of his table 1B with high fuel supply
elasticity. Leakage is +15% with high substitution between electricity and other goods
(analogous to our σ U ), but it falls to −8.5% when that elasticity is low and σ Y is high.
The two sectors in our analytical model can represent two different regions (such
as East and West in Winchester and Rausch [2013]) or two different outputs (such
as electricity and all other goods as in Carbone [2013] and Elliott and Fullerton
[2014]). In either type of simulation, using these three CGE models, an abatement
resource effect can offset some or all of the resulting leakage.

15. They use the US Regional Economic Policy model described by Rausch et al. (2010), a
multiregion, multisector CGE model calibrated to 2006 data. Each output is produced using
capital, labor, coal, crude oil, natural gas, and intermediate inputs, all in a nested constant
elasticity of substitution (CES) function. The utility function for each region is also a nested
CES function of commodities that enter ﬁnal demand.
16. When fuel supply is not so elastic, leakage is larger because of the fuel price effect.
Even in those cases, however, increases in σ Y indicate that the ARE still offsets up to 7 percentage points of leakage.
17. Both Winchester and Rausch (2013) and Elliott and Fullerton (2014) include ﬁgures
where net leakage starts positive, falls with σ Y , and then levels off. An implication is that σ Y
does not need to be very high for the ARE to affect leakage; any increase above 2.0 has little
effect. See ﬁgure 1 above.
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4. DISC USS I ON

Even our basic model raises at least four questions, which we now address.
4.1. How Can Factor Prices in Sector X Remain Unchanged?
Some have wondered why the increased demand for abatement resources does not
raise the price of K. We choose K as numeraire (p̂ K = 0), but our solution yields
p̂ X = 0. Thus, the choice of X as numeraire would yield exactly the same analytical
results. Yet we also assume that τ̂ X = 0, which means that policy holds constant the
carbon tax in sector X relative either to their output price or to their input price.
Indeed, if pK were to rise relative to τ X , then leakage would increase because of a cut
in the other sector’s real carbon tax.18 Leakage is best deﬁned by an increase τ Y with
no change in the real τ X . What matters is not the choice of numeraire but the choice
of what deﬁnes a constant τ X in real terms. Suppose that policy were to hold τ X
constant relative to pY (or to some overall weighted average price). Since pY rises,
that would raise τ X relative to our numeraire ( pK or pX), which would reduce leakage. In this respect, our simple assumption yields a conservative expression for net
negative leakage.
4.2. Does the Demand for X Slope Up?
When we ﬁnd that net leakage ĈX is negative, the output of X declines even
though the relative price of X falls (recall that p̂ Y > 0, while p̂ X = 0). Is X a Giffen
good? No. The usual own-price elasticity of demand for X with no change in other
prices is derived as ηXX = −[(1 − β ) + σ U β], which is clearly negative. A fall in pX
alone would raise X, partly because it increases real income. In contrast, the increase in pY reduces real income. In fact, the cross-price elasticity of demand for X
with respect to a change in pY is ηXY = β(σ U − 1), which can have either sign.19

18. The setting of τ X is an assumption, as explored in the “policy normalization effect” of
Baylis et al. (2013b). Of course, actual policy might allow the real τ X to fall. A carbon cap or tax
could increase global demand for relatively clean inputs like natural gas, shifting other sectors
toward carbon-intensive inputs like coal. The increased price of clean inputs could reduce the
real τ X , which might increase both output and carbon intensity in the unregulated sector. We do
not mean to predict what actually would occur. Rather, we conduct a conceptual experiment to
measure leakage, deﬁned as the effect of increasing τ Y with no change in τ X , where the best
interpretation of “no change in τ X ” is no change in the real τ X . Then any reduction in the real τ X
is conceptually a different policy change with its own effects.
19. Net negative leakage in this model means that both commodities fall, which reduces
economic welfare from consumption of X and Y (even if it provides separable beneﬁts from
a better environment). As shown in Baylis et al. (2013a), net positive leakage can be associated
with a welfare gain or loss.
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4.3. Why Doesn’t Compensation Ensure That X Rises When Its Price Falls?
Consumers receive back all of the tax revenue, so how can this compensated
 + R, where
increase in pY/pX reduce X? Recall that consumers earn I = pK K
R ≡ τ Y CY + τ X CX . The answer is that the rebate of revenue is not enough to reach
the same indifference curve, especially since the increase in the input tax worsens
production inefﬁciency. Because of this “cost of abatement,” an increase in τ Y may
reduce utility from consumption. In fact, increasing deadweight loss from an input
tax is the reason for a Laffer Curve, where revenue is a hump-shaped function of the
tax rate. Initial increases in τ Y may raise positive additional revenue, but successive increases yield zero and then negative marginal revenue.
4.4. Is the Sign of Leakage Related to the Sign of the Change in Revenue?
We wonder if our negative leakage result is related to this insight about the Laffer
curve. As it turns out, the set of parameters for which leakage is negative is not a
subset of the parameters for which the effect on revenue is negative, nor vice versa.
Since the capital stock and its price are ﬁxed, the only change to income is the
change in the rebate of revenue. We totally differentiate that expression for R and
ﬁnd
R̂ = fαY ½σ U − σ Y θYC − δY ½θYC ðσ U − 1Þ + θYK ðσ Y − 1Þgτ̂ Y ;

(13)

where δY ≡ τ Y C Y =R is the share of total tax revenue from sector Y.
To see how the change in revenue and leakage each depend on substitution
parameters, ﬁgure 2 plots σ Y on the horizontal axis and σ U on the vertical axis.
First note that Ĉ X in equation (11) has a term (σ U − σ Y ) times τ̂ Y , so leakage is zero

Figure 2. Effects on leakage and revenue (when the share of tax revenue from sector Y
exceeds its share of capital: δY = 0:75, αX = αY = 0:5, and θYC = 0:5)
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whenever σ U = σ Y (on the 45 degree dashed line in ﬁg. 2). Net leakage is positive to
the upper left of that line (with higher σ U ) and negative to the lower right (with
higher σ Y ).
To ﬁnd areas for positive or negative changes in revenue in ﬁgure 2, we set
R̂ = 0 in equation (13) and solve
!
!
δY
δY
 σY +

 :
σU = 1 − 
(14)
θYC δY − αY
θYC δY − αY
This line has a slope that depends on the sign and magnitude of (δY − αY ). If the
share of tax revenue from sector Y exceeds its share of capital (δY > αY ), then this
slope can be negative. Figure 2 depicts the case where δY = 0:75 and αY = 0.5, using
a dotted iso-revenue line. To the lower left, where both σ elasticities are small, the
increase in τ Y raises revenue; to the upper right of this line, the larger responsiveness
means that an increase in τ Y reduces the tax base by enough that revenue falls. If
δY = αY , then the dotted line is vertical, and if αY > δY the slope is positive. The
iso-leakage and iso-revenue lines always intersect where σ U and σ Y both equal one.
In any case, the ﬁgure clearly shows four different areas: the signs of (ĈX , R̂) can be
(+, +), (+, −), (−, +), or (−, −).
So far, leakage seems unrelated to revenue. But as the initial τ Y approaches zero,
so does the initial tax revenue from that sector, δY . Then equation (14) shows that
the iso-revenue line has an intercept of zero and a slope of one. In this case, it is
coincident with the iso-leakage line. In other words, an increase in τ Y from near zero
necessarily has both negative net leakage and negative net revenue whenever σ Y > σ U .
That increase in τ Y induces sector Y to substitute into abatement, which draws capital away from sector X. The output of X shrinks, along with both of its inputs. Less
CX means negative leakage, and it also means less revenue from τ X CX .
5. EX TENSIONS

We now extend the basic model three ways, to consider an upward-sloping supply of
carbon, variable factor supply, and imperfect mobility of the clean factor. In all three
cases, we show that the extension may affect leakage, but it does not affect the existence of the ARE. That term remains as a negative effect on leakage.
5.1. An Upward-Sloping Supply of Carbon
So far, because we assume unlimited carbon emissions, the supply curve for C is
horizontal, and the TTE is our only positive form of leakage. If the supply of a fossil
fuel were instead vertical in this static model, and if carbon always has a positive marginal product, then all such fuel would be used. Any fuel not used in one sector will
be used by the other sector, and leakage is necessarily exactly 100%.
Must the carbon supply curve be either horizontal or vertical? The extension in
this subsection considers an intermediate case where the two sectors use carbon-based
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fuel produced with a rising marginal cost curve. If the carbon tax reduces demand for
fuel in one sector, that fuel can now be used in the other sector. The point of this
extension is to see if an upward-sloping fuel supply affects the negative term given by
the ARE identiﬁed above.
In the basic model, C represents total carbon emissions. In this extension, we
want C also to represent the total amount of carbon-based fuel, so we deﬁne one unit
of fuel as the amount that emits one unit of carbon. Then CX and CY are the carbonbased fuels used in sectors X and Y, respectively, as well as emissions in each sector.
The production function for fuel is given by C = KC , where KC is capital and labor
used in production of C. The price of this fuel is pC, but sector i faces a cost of pC + τ i
(for i = X, Y ), where the carbon tax is a per unit tax. This model does not have
storage, so fuel supply equals fuel demand, C = CX + CY.
First, we modify the resource constraint such that
0 = αX K̂X + αY K̂Y + αC K̂C ;

(15a)

 is the share of capital in production of C, and αX + αY + αC = 1.
where αC ≡ KC =K
Next, we differentiate the production function for fuel, the market clearing condition, and a zero proﬁts condition for the fuel sector:
Ĉ = K̂C ;

(15b)

Ĉ = ρX ĈX + ρY ĈY ;

(15c)

p̂ C + Ĉ = p̂ K + K̂C ;

(15d)



where ρi ≡ Ci =C is the fraction of fuel initially used in sector i, and ρX + ρY = 1.
Since the carbon tax is a per unit tax, modiﬁcations are also required to the
zero-proﬁt conditions and elasticities of substitution deﬁnitions in both sectors (i =
X, Y ). After applying the price pC + τ i to
 carbon fuel Ci for sector i, the zero-proﬁt
conditions become pi i = pK Ki + pC + τ i Ci . Total differentiation yields
p
τ
p̂ C + θXC
τ̂ X ;
p̂ X + X̂ = θXK ( p̂ K + K̂X ) + θXC ĈX + θXC

(15e)

p
τ
p̂ Y + Ŷ = θYK ( p̂ K + K̂Y ) + θYC ĈY + θYC
pC + θYC
τ̂ Y:

(15f )

p
τ
≡ pC CX =pX X is the carbon-price share and θXC
≡ τ X CX =pX X is the carbon
Here θXC
p
τ
tax share in sector X, so that θXC = θXC + θXC (and similarly for sector Y ). In addition, the substitution deﬁnitions are modiﬁed as


θp
θτ
ĈX − K̂X = σ X p̂ K − XC p̂ C − XC τ̂ X ;
(15g)
θXC
θXC
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θp
θτ
ĈY − K̂Y = σ Y p̂ K − YC p̂ C − YC τ̂ Y ;
θYC
θYC
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(15h)

using the new factor shares just deﬁned. This model is solved using the eight equations (15a)–(15h), along with equations (2), (3), and (8) from the basic model.
Since C = KC, and capital is numeraire, we ﬁnd p̂ C = p̂ K = 0. The relative price of
carbon rises, however, because the use of capital has a rising opportunity cost as it
becomes scarcer. In other words, carbon fuel has an upward-sloping marginal cost
curve in general equilibrium. We solve this extended model for leakage and ﬁnd
2

3
τ

θ
τ
τ
YC 7
Ĉ X = 6
τ̂ Y ;
U αY θ YC − σ Y αY θ YC + αC ρY σ U θ YC + σ Y θYK
4σ|ﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
|ﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
θYC 5
|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
TTE
ARE


(16)

FRE

where θτYC ≡ τ Y CY =pY Y is the carbon tax share in the Y sector. Comparing equation (16) with (11) identiﬁes a positive leakage term we call the fuel resource effect
(FRE), reﬂecting the fact that the increase in carbon tax reduces the use of fuel by
sector Y and allows more use of fuel by sector X. Note that the TTE and ARE are
τ
the same as in the basic model, except that here they include θYC
instead of θYC .20
5.2. Variable Factor Supply
Our abatement resource effect operates through mobility of a ﬁxed total factor supply, so we wonder how the ARE is affected by variable factor supply. Indeed, carbon
policy can change factor returns, labor supply, and future capital stocks. In the context
of our static model with one factor, these behaviors can be represented by a simple
extension that allows factor supply to depend on prices and income.
In particular, suppose household utility depends on leisure or home production
(KH). We deﬁne ηK as the elasticity of factor supply with respect to the real net
wage or factor price, and ηI as the elasticity of factor supply with respect to real
income. We solve for the change in market factor supply, KM = KX + KY, and we
solve the new expression for leakage. These complications raise the number of equations and unknowns from 8 to 12. All derivations appear in the appendix, but the
intuition is clear enough simply to state the results here in words: variable factor
supply can affect total leakage through two additional terms of opposite sign. The
carbon tax raises the price of the Y output relative to the numeraire, and so it reduces the real net factor price and therefore might reduce factor supply (if ηK > 0).

 goes to zero. Also, if the only fuel
20. In the limit, the FRE goes to zero as αC ≡ KC =K
τ
costs are taxes, then θYC = θYC , and the TTE and ARE would revert to the basic model as
well.
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Less market factor supply means less available for KY or for KX, a negative effect on
output of X and on leakage. The carbon tax also reduces household real net income,
however, and so it might increase factor supply (if ηI < 0), which would have a
positive effect on leakage. Neither of these additional terms affects the negative ARE
term.
5.3. Imperfect Mobility of Capital
The ARE requires that substitution in production is not zero, that substitution in
utility is not inﬁnite, and that labor or capital is mobile. Figure 1 shows how it depends on elasticities, so here we show how it depends on mobility. Many existing
models assume no factor mobility between countries, so they miss the ARE, but we
ﬁnd here that leakage is not necessarily overstated in that case. With imperfect
mobility, the price of capital in one sector may differ from that in the other sector
(pKX ≠ pKY). We thus have one more unknown, relative to the basic model of sections 1– 4, but we can use one more equation: K = K(KX ; KY ), where
 σ K is the elas
 = KX + K Y ,
ticity of KX =KY with respect to pKY/pKX. Total capital here is ﬁxed K
but it is partially mobile.21 Its movement depends on σ K . With these changes and
setting pKX as numeraire, the equation for leakage becomes


αY σ U − σ Y θYC τ̂ Y

 ≷ 0:
ĈX =
σ U θYK + σ Y θYC
1+
σK

(17)

The numerator of (17) matches exactly our previous expression for leakage in
(11), so the only change here is the denominator. As σ K approaches inﬁnity
(perfect mobility of capital), this denominator approaches one, and our new expression reduces exactly to our previous expression. Yet lower values of σ K mean
a larger denominator, and thus smaller values for both the positive TTE and the
negative ARE.22 While the existence of the newly identiﬁed ARE does depend
on the mobility of capital, so does the TTE.

21. McKibbin, Morris, and Wilcoxen (2012) consider a carbon tax in US electricity using
a CGE model where labor is immobile between regions, ﬁnancial capital is perfectly mobile,
but physical capital is speciﬁc to sectors and regions. In the long run, physical capital is mobile
because of depreciation with reinvestment elsewhere. Burniaux and Oliveira Martins (2012)
also look at effects of mobility on leakage.
22. Interestingly, σ K approaching zero (immobility) means the denominator goes to
inﬁnity, and all leakage disappears. We said above that existence of the ARE depends on
mobility of capital, but the simplicity of this model implies that existence of the TTE also
depends on that mobility. Because pKX is numeraire, no change in τ X means no change in
relative input prices in X. Firms there want unchanged relative factor use. With no change
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Prior CGE models often assume that capital is mobile between sectors but not
between countries. When those authors simulate a tax on all carbon in one region,
they miss the negative effect on leakage of the ARE. Yet capital immobility does
not imply that leakage is overstated. When Winchester and Rausch (2013) ﬁnd
net positive leakage and then increase capital mobility, they ﬁnd larger positive leakage. That result is explained by equation (17), where a larger σ K implies a smaller
denominator and, thus, a larger value for any net leakage in the numerator.
6. CONC L U SION

Leakage from climate policy has been evaluated using many different CGE models.
Some disallow the possibility of negative leakage and some report a single positive
amount of leakage that might be the difference between a larger gross positive leakage term and a negative leakage term. This paper solves analytical expressions for
leakage that show not only a positive term but also a new negative term we call the
“abatement resource effect” (ARE). We explain, and we discuss interpretations. We
show that various extensions do not affect the existence and sign of the ARE.
The point of our study is not that leakage must be negative. Various other
extensions might reduce the size of our negative leakage effect or introduce other positive effects. Rather, we show that in some cases leakage might be negative. More importantly, policy makers and economists who ignore the abatement resource effect
might misstate the size of carbon leakage.

A P PE N D IX
DETAILS FOR THE S ECT I ON 5 .2 EX TENSION TO VARIABL E
F AC T O R SU P P L Y

Section 5.2 extends our basic model to consider variable factor supply, where household utility depends on leisure or home production (KH). Our utility function becomes V(U(X, Y ), KH; C ), where subutility U(X, Y) is homothetic and separable
from leisure, and where damages from carbon emissions are also separable from both
consumption and leisure. Deﬁne pU as the price of U(X, Y ), an index of the prices of
goods X and Y (so that pUU = pXX + pYY = I). To derive the additional linear equations for this model, ﬁrst totally differentiate the price index and rearrange to get
p̂ U = βp̂ Y + ð1 − βÞp̂ X :

(A1)

As above, β = pY Y=I is the share of income spent on good Y.

in KX, they choose no change in CX. The only effect of higher τ Y is to raise pY, so consumers
get less Y. But complicated CGE models can certainly get leakage without capital mobility.
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Second, deﬁne KM as the market supply of capital (KM = KX + KY). Following
Fullerton and Metcalf (2001), we can then deﬁne the factor supply function as


pK R
KM = KM
;
:
pU pU
We deﬁne ηK as the uncompensated elasticity of factor supply with respect to the
ﬁrst argument (any change in the real wage or other factor return). If the labor supply curve is not backward bending, for example, then ηK > 0. And we deﬁne ηI as the
elasticity of labor or other factor supply with respect to the second argument (any
change in real exogenous income such as the lump-sum tax rebate, R). If leisure is a
normal good, then ηI < 0. Totally differentiate this function to yield




K̂ M = ηK p̂ K − p̂ U + ηI φ R̂ − p̂ U ;
(A2)
where φ = R=I is the share of income from the tax rebate. Third, totally differentiate
the deﬁnition of the lump-sum tax rebate to get




R̂ = δX ĈX + τ̂ X + δY ĈY + τ̂ Y :
(A3)
As above, δY ≡ τ Y CY =R is the share of total tax revenue from sector Y, and δX is
similarly deﬁned. Finally, we replace equation (1) in the basic model with two new
ones. Totally differentiate the market supply equation and the deﬁnition of KH:
K̂ M = αX K̂X + αY K̂Y ;

(A4)



K̂ H = −KM =KH K̂ M ;

(A5)

where αi ≡ Ki =KM , and αX + αY = 1. Therefore, the variable factor supply model
consists of equations (A1)–(A5) and equations (2)–(8) from the basic model. Solving for the leakage term, we ﬁnd
2

0
13
6





B
C7
1 − ηI φ ĈX = 6
αY σ U θYC − αY σ Y θYC + φδY @ −ηI φ + σ U θYC + σ Y θYK − 1 − ηK A 7
6|ﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
7τ̂ Y :
|ﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ} |{z} 7
6
4 TTE
5
ARE
RPE
RIE
|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
VFE

For convenience, the denominator (1 − ηI φ) is moved to the left-hand side. Note
that if leisure is a normal good (ηI < 0), then this denominator is positive.
This closed-form solution contains the same TTE and ARE terms as before, but
it now includes a new term we call the “variable factor effect” (VFE), which itself can
be divided into a real price effect (RPE) and a real income effect (RIE). These two
effects have different signs under most parameterizations (where ηK > 0 and ηI < 0).
The RPE reduces leakage, because the carbon tax raises the price of the Y output, so
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it reduces the real wage or factor return and therefore reduces factor supply. The
RIE raises leakage, however, under the usual assumptions where leisure is a normal
good and where the carbon tax is on the normal side of the Laffer curve. In that case,
the increase in carbon tax reduces household real income and thus increases factor
supply, which allows more output of X.
If both of the newly introduced elasticities are zero (ηK = ηI = 0), then this new
leakage expression reduces exactly to equation (11) of our basic model above. This
new model also reduces to the basic model in the limit as the share of tax revenue in
total income (φ) goes to zero. That is, no initial carbon tax in either sector means that
a small increase in the carbon tax in sector Y has no VFE because it has no ﬁrstorder effect on the real net factor return or on real income. It has no effect on the real
net factor return because p̂ Y = θYC τ̂ Y , and no initial carbon tax means no initial
carbon share (θYC = 0). It has no effect on real income because the initial equilibrium
has no tax distortions; the increase in tax rate from zero has no deadweight loss, and
so the marginal cost of abatement is zero.
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